Scalable Hardware Options to Create Your Perfect System

Your Provider 790 Nurse Call Solution all starts with the patient room and staff area devices that patients and caregivers interface with to initiate and respond to calls and workflows.

Patient Room Choices to Match Every Environment
Provider 790 has the station choices to meet any patient room application and configuration. The call buttons and inputs for each station can be customized to match your facility’s terminology and the needs of each unit. In the bathroom, Provider 790's audio bathroom station includes dual call levels; the pullcord places an urgent call while the pushbutton is used for more routine requests.

Patient Stations
- Continuously supervised
- Customizable call priorities
- Integrated auxiliary alarm input and call buttons
- Feature bed siderail communications
- Natural-sounding full-duplex audio

Bath and Special Function Stations
- Built-in LED night light
- Slide-in custom call priority labels
- Two-level pullcord stations: assist call button and emergency pullcord
- Multi-button options for workflow and clinic operations
- Choice of standard or audio bathroom stations

Pillow Speakers
- Separate Nurse, Pain, Water, and Toilet calls with individual call placed indicator
- Large easy to press buttons
- Sealed for easy cleaning

Custom Call Tones, Call Priorities, and Dome Light Indication
Every call priority can be configured to match your facility’s terminology and designators including the call text displayed at Nurse Consoles and wireless devices, the visual indications at Dome Lights, and the call tones at Nurse Consoles and Duty Stations. Provider 790 call tones can even be programmed to match your prior nurse call system's tones or to give voice prompts describing the active call. With a capacity of over 1,000 call priority levels and workflow events, you won’t be restricted from extending provider 790 into new areas and applications throughout your facility.

Dome Light Indications
- Eight programmable colors with flashing, solid, or sequencing indications readily identify different active events within each patient room
- Maintenance-free and highly-visible LED indicators
Flexible Alerting, Workflow and Communication Options for Staff

Touchscreens can be located throughout the unit and in key staff locations for convenient access to all communications, alerting, workflow and staff locating features. From any touchscreen staff can:

- One-touch staff to staff intercom within the unit and across the entire facility
- Locate and communicate with staff, without resorting to disruptive overhead pages
- See all active patient calls and service requests
- Relay critical information to other team members via their wireless devices
- Request support from nearby staff

Touchscreen Workflow Terminal

- Graphical interface with over 60 customizable buttons for:
  - Automated rounding and reminders
  - Call placement
  - One-touch intercom to any other terminal or console (facility-wide)
  - Workflow events within and across departments
  - Clinic operation: patient rooming and clinician sequencing
- Support for multiple rooms or beds per Workflow Terminal
- Initiate text messages to specific staff members
- Integrated code call timer
- Staff log-in for full Nurse Console operation

Touchscreen Nurse Console

- Color graphical interface
- Customized operation and call coverage
- Review and answer calls
- One-touch staff locating and communication
- Text messaging to caregiver’s wireless device
- Set and review service requirements, roundings, and reminders
- Clinic and Nurse Console operations

Touchscreen Staff Terminal

- Color graphical interface
- Customized operation and call coverage
- One-touch intercom to any other terminal or console (facility-wide)
- Duty Station and Nurse Console operation

A Scalable Nurse Call Network

All of the Provider 790 staff and patient devices interconnect on a dedicated life-safety Voice over IP-based network to provide a comprehensive Nurse Call solution. This highly flexible and scalable network utilizes standardized networking cabling and continuously supervises all devices ensuring every component of the system is operational 24/7. Leveraging this network technology, Provider 790 supports a single nursing unit, a single hospital building, and all the way through to an entire hospital campus.

Learn more about Provider 790’s alerting options; contact Jeron at 800-621-1903 or www.jeron.com